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ing their bianuual meeting last weekend to launch a campaign to raise
$60 million for the College by June
30, 1996. Sources solicited for contributions will include alumni, corporations, foundations and friends
of the College.
In making the announcement of
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the campaign, chairperson of the
Board ofTrustees S tanley Gault said
that $27 million of the goal has al
ready been received in gifts and
spon
pledges from alumni, corporations
and other sources. This figure in
cludes more than $18 million from
the Trustees.
The tremendous support that our
trustees have already demonstrated
for this campaign by their leadership
gifts shows quite clearly that they
believe in the importance of what we
are doing," said Gault.

The campaign is the largest in the
College's history and will provide
funding for capital construction,
renovation and equipment and for
operations. The $60 million campaign will be part of a comprehensive to raise a total of $80 million by
the end of the decade.
"Wooster today offers teaching
and learning at their best," President
Henry Copeland commented. This
effort will be pivotal to Wooster's
ability to continue to meet a national
standard of excellence."
Four major building projects will
be targeted for funding in the campaign. They are a 30,000-squafoot addition to the Andrews Library, estimated at $5.5 million; the
renovation of Prick Hall as a science
library, estimated at $2.0 million;
the renovation of Severance Art
building, estimated at $3 million;
and the renovation of Severance
Qiemistrybuildmg,estimatedat$8.0
re
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Faculty call for meeting; EPC
announces change in dance decision
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-ef

The Educational Policy Commit
tee announced the appointment of a

EPC was considering. "If EPC were
simply Voting yes or no on positions
brought before it, it would vote yes
on all of them. The crunch
comes.when there are not enough
positions to fill all the requests,"

unimpressed by the decision to reinposition.
state dance at a half-tim-e
Much of their anger seemed directed
at Copeland, who admitted that he
did set a limit of 143 on the number
offaculty at Wooster, and later added
that two of the positions that might
have been granted had been set aside
for programs which simply could
not do without a position.
Copeland cited a need for a band
instructordirector as absolutely essential as a leave replacement as one

multi-yedance instructor position at the unscheduled faculty meeting Wednesday night One . stated Weaver.
Following this statement. Weaver
faculty member speculated that the
approval for the half-tim-e
position announced the EPC approval of the
half-tim-e
position, adding that it will
was granted as a reaction to the stuup to the president to decide
be
faculty
over
protests
EPC's
dent and
whether or not this will be a tenure-trac- k
original denial of the
or visiting professorship.
time dance instructor position for
According to Copeland, the deciof these previously allocated posinext year.
sion to install a half-tim-e
tions. It was unclear as to where the
dance proAfter the announcement, philosophy professor Richard Bell called fessor came when a discussion of other position had been earmarked.
finding adjuncts between theatre The announcement that two posimove."
the decision "an 1
The meeting was called by faculty department chair Dale Seeds, the tions had already been set aside
seemed to surprise many members
petition specifically to discuss the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Stanton Hales, and the EPC of the faculty.
cuts made by EPC to the dance proHistory professor John Hondros
gram. A meeting may be called determined that to adequately meet
when 50 or more members of the the needs of the theatre department questioned Seeds about whether or
not Seeds had known that there were
faculty petition the college president and dance program, a professor
would be needed at approximately two additional positions which were
to hold a meeting.
Afterabrief statement by College 42 percent time commitment These available. Seeds replied, "No."
needs included all courses for dance Hondros continued. Would you
President Henry Copeland the meeting was opened to faculty questions track, as well as courses required for haveaskedfor more if you had known
a theatre major. Copeland did not there were more?" to which Seeds
and discussion.
Political science department chair state whether or not be plans to make replied, "Yes."
or
Of major concern to many faculty
the new position a tenure-trac- k
and EPC member Mark Weaver ofthe cost comparison of an adwas
professorship.
fered a brief statement regarding visiting
e
professor as com- or
junct
occured
adjuncts
discussion
The
of
the
stressed
that
EPCs position and
decision on dance must be viewed in upon the recommendation of EPC
see Dane on page 2
Members of the faculty seemed
the context of all the positions that
half-tim-e
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million.
Architects have completed a design for an addition to Andrews Library, permitting that facility to ac-

commodate more students in individual study carrels for the Independent Study program as well as adding necessary space for the library's
collections of books and journals
and for the electronic retrieval of
information.
"When Andrews Library was built,

Howard Lowry, then Wooster's
president, said the College would
outgrow the facility in 25 years,"
noted President Copeland. The
building is now 30 years old, and
President Lowry was right We have
outgrown it"
''The campaign will raise endowment funds to be used to establish
new professorships and scholarships.
To sustain and renew themselves,
colleges depend upon the commit-

ment and vision of trustees and

alumni in each generation," declared
Copeland. "Just as the trustees have

responded so emphatically to
Wooster's needs for the 1990s, I am
certain that our alumni and friends
will also assist the College in
con-turni-

to meet the educational needs

of its student body."

Another segment of the campaign
will comprise operating gifts during
the next four years.
Part of the $27 million already
raised has been used for the $4.2

million renovation of Kenarden
Lodge.
Also a recipient of the money already raised is Merz Hall, which is
being renovated for use as home to
the Alumni Association and the Office of Development
A national steering committee for
the campaign will be announced in
December.
Compiled with information from

Newsservices.

Autumn in Wooster
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Ihisteesfonn committee to studyG
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ad-h-
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committee.

Jack Dowd, chairperson of the
faculty relations committee and Jerry
Foothck, chairperson
of the student relations
committee have already been appointed
as

co-chairpers-ons.

meeting, several students indicated
that problems regarding sections and
clubs have arisen this year as administrators, faculty and students have
differed over the nature of the section and club system. Many of the
trustees serving on the student relations committee, however, could not
understand just why so much controversy has surrounded a section
and club system that involves only
20-2- 5
percent of the students at the
College.
The surprise of the members of
the committee over the level of con- -

During the faculty relations committee meeting, professor of art
Arnold Lewis read the 19 13 resolution by the Board of Trustees mat
prohibited the further initiation into
fraternities and sororities at the College.

Faculty members also discussed
what they perceived as a state of
hypocrisy in which the College will
not officially recognize the existence of fraternities and sororities
when sections and clubs openly refer to themselves by these very terms.
A specific point of contention was
the inconsistency of
wordins in admissions
literature, which

c
The trustees. ..proposed that an
be formed that would hold
meetings open to the entire student body.
ad-ho-

fac-commit-

tee

.

To complete the ad- hoc committee, the ex
ecutive committee stipulated that
two members from the student relations committee and two members
from faculty relations committee
might be chosen.
The decision to form an
committee resulted from concerns
voiced both by the student relations
committee and the faculty relations
committee. Their meetings were
held prior to the executive commitad-h-

oc

tee meeting and the general Board of
Trustees meeting.
In the student relations committee

troversy is further explained by the
fact that several of them attended the
College in a time when a majority of
students did join sections and clubs.
For the most part, not as many problems with sections and clubs surfaced even though a significantly
larger portion of students were members of sections and clubs.
In an effort to resolve the controversy the trustees, nevertheless, procommittee be
posed that an ad-hformed that would hold meetings
open to the entire student body.
oc

1

Faciiltylashoutoverrecentevents

Students and faculty present concerns at trustee meetings
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
comThe formation of an ad-hsurissues
the
examine
mittee to
rounding sections and clubs on campus was announced during the general meeting of the Board of Trustees last weekend.
Chairperson of the Board Stanley
Gault, as authorized by the Board of
Trustees' executive committee, will
make the appointments to the

October 30, 1992

begun to refer to sec- tions and clubs as k- cal fraternities and sororities."
The Board of Trustees, in its general meeting, acknowledged the con-

cerns presented in both committee,
meetings, although most conceded
that the majority of the concerns
stemmed from the faculty.
committee plans to
The c
hold hearings throughout this year
to resolve the issues raised in the
committee meetings. At the spring
meeting of the Board of Trustees,
committee will make a
the ad-hreport on its findings.

voted in be taken out without coming
back to the faculty?" Calhoun echoed this concern stating, I don't
think that committees can undo what
the whole faculty has voted to do...I
think we had a right to vote on that."
Copeland responded to these remarks by stating, "What the faculty
creates through legislative action, I
think ETC can abolish through the
job description aspect." EPC is
chartered to approve job descriptions of faculty members.
Many members of the faculty expressed concern over this ambiguity
in the powers of the EPC. Gates
stated angrily, I think part of the
problem is that we never know what's
going on with this damn committee."
As of July 3, 1993 EPC will no
longer make final decisions regarding facutly positions. After that date,
the vice president will make all final
decisions with the advice of EPC.
Discussion of EPCs other decisions regarding faculty positions is
expected to continue at the regular
meeting Monday, November 2,

pared with the previous position.
tWe all know that it is a question of
money," stated history professor
Karen Taylor.
Chemistry professorTed Williams
added, "Everything that we do has
economic considerations. Everything that we do is going to cost.
Copeland denied that cost was at
issue with the ETC decision, stating,
"ETC doesn't deal with budgets- -. It
was purely a curriculum matter."
Faculty members expressed other
concerns about the role of ETC.
These included the role of the ETC
with regard to the creation or destruction of faculty positions. Several members of the faculty questioned whether or not it was the
responsibility of the committee to
do away with positions that had been
voted in by the faculty at large. According to Russian studies professor
Daniel Calhoun, Two years ago
the faculty were asked to vote on a
dance track major. We voted by
voice vote unanimously."
History professor John Gates questioned. How can something we

ad-ho-

oc

Moved from downtown location...

CLASSIC IMPORTS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600week in canneries or $4,000month
on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call
ext. A5562
1-206-5-

45-4155

503 E. LIBERTY ST.
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FREE DELIVERY

2 Small Pirns with 2 cans

PHONE:

264-455- 4

2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.!

at pop ONLY $6391

3 item . . . additional Ben SI JO

2 Medium Pizzas with

sen... addioonal
2 Lare Pizzas with

2-U-

Selling tapestries, jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses

2-U-

Sun.-Thu-

ter

pop ONLY $9.99!

$10
pop

(coven both pizzas)

ONLY $12391

nam $1.40 (coven both pizza)

3 item . . .

JOINING ROOM:
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kern

3

4 pun. to

r.

1 fum

Fri. & Sat,
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at wholesale prices!
InWooster...
262-527-
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CONVENIENT LOCATION
Huntington, Long Wand campus
m easily reached by public or private
baospoftation.
DAY AMD EVCNIN4 CLAMU
Day,
Sslsct either a
Part-TiDay, or Part Tims Evening
Fu-Ti-

New Address:
2018 Great TVails Dr.
(behind the EconoLodge on Rt. 30...call for directions)
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ACCREDITATION
The Law Center is Fully
Approved by the American
Bar Association.

If you wish to receive admission
materials andor arrange tor a campus
visit, you are encouraged to contact:

Office o Admission

Jacob 0. Fuchabora Lay Center
300 Nassau Road
Huntington, New York 1173

TOURO COLLEGE
JACOB D.
FUCHS8ERG

LAW CENTER

(516)

421-224-

ext. 314
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Kenarden Lodge rededicated
n

Computers stolen from Kauke
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-
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The Wooster City Police arc investigating the fall break thefts of four
computers from faculty offices in Kauke Hall. The thefts are thought to
have occurred sometime during the late evening or early morning of
October 24 and 25, according to Keith James, director of security.
"We don't know who did it at this time," stated James.
theft is a "crime of opportunity, and
According to James, break-tim- e
is not something that happens on a regular basis. "Occasionally this
happens during breaks on campus, but it is not something that happens
every break. For example, there were no such incidences last Christmas
break, James added. From his perspective, "The campus is well
patrolled over break times."
Still, James encourages all students leaving during break periods to be
sure that their rooms are locked and to secure their valuables in a safe
place. Students who are unable to secure their rooms or valuables, and
would like help protecting their belongings, should contact the office of
security at campus extension 2590.
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Date rape performance held
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS

Residents of the newly renovated Kenarden Lodge gather outside during last weekend's rededication
festivities, which featured several speakers, including Board of Trustees chairman Stanley Gault.
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CAROLINA MIRANDA
Production Manager
Almost 100 students watched a production about date rape last Thursday entitled, "Until Someone Wakes Up," and presented by students from
Macalester College Dramatic Arts & Dance Department at the Pit in
Lowry.
The production was a collection of skits showing different scenarios in
which women are raped, as well as various scenarios dealing with sex.
In one skit, a man coming to terms with his homosexuality was raped
by a male friend. '1 never said no," the victim said. "I was thinking it. I
wish I would have said it."
In another skit, a rape victim wrestles with the awareness that people
will not sympathize with her situation. She imagines all the reactions she
will receive. "I told you so... You lead him on... You shouldn t have been
drinking... Someone with your reputation has no case.
In one of the final skits, three women on the stage tell stories of how they
were raped, as two men and a woman play around beside them. In a
powerful scene, the playing ends as the two men attempt to rape the
woman.
At different points during the production, the students gave statistics
about rape: one of four college women will be a victim of rape or
attempted rape; 88 percent of female rape victims knew the men who
committed the rape; one in twelve men has committed legal rape; only 27
percent of women who met the legal definition of rape victims thought of
themselves as victims.
Several resources offer assistance for victims of rape or sexual assault
),
Akron Rape Crisis Center
Every Woman's House Hotline
and the National Rape Crisis Hotline
are all community resources.
The production was sponsored in part by ISA, SAB, Hygeia, Housing
of Residential Life, and Reed House (Every Woman's House).
(263-6021-

(1-800-634-9-

(1-800-433--

Meet with admission representatives from all
Ohio law schools, as well as representatives
from selected other law schools, on:

Monday, November 2, 1992

11:00

a.m.-l:- 00

p.m.

in the

Lowry Center, Main Lounge

This is an excellent opportunity to learn more about legal education,
admission requirements to the various law schools, scholarships and
financial assistance, as well as a number of other concerns pertinent to
law school. Please join us!

Sponsored by the Ohio Law Caravan and the
College of Wooster

Pre-La-

w

Program

893)

7273),

Hamilton to speak Thursday
NEWSSERVICES
Special to the Voice
Charles V. Hamilton, Wallace 5. Sayre Professor of Government at
Columbia University, will be the black leader-i- n --residence at Wooster
Thursday and Friday November 5 and 6.
si
On Thursday. Hamilton will deliver a lecture titled, "The
105
8 p.m.
at
room
Relations,"
Hall
Scovel
in
Race
for
dential Prospects
The lecture is free and open to the public. A reception sponsored by the
office of Black Student Affairs will sponsor a reception immediately
following his lecture.
Hamilton will also attend two classes while on campus. On Friday
morning, at 8:30 a.m., Hamilton will be breakfasting with students in
Lowry Center 250. The breakfast is open to all students, but interested
studenmts must sign up at the Lowry Center front desk. Only 16 spaces
are available on a first come basis.
In addition to teaching at Columbia University. Hamilton has been a
member of the faculty at Roosevelt, Lincoln, and Rutgers universities.
Tuskeegee institute. Miles College, and the State University of New York
at Albany.
Hamilton, a 1951 graduate of Roosevelt University, earned a Juris
Doctor from Loyola University School of Law in 1954. He earned both
his master's and doctorate degrees from the University of Chicago in
1957 and 1964, respectively.
Post-Pre-
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A fitting escort

Kauke Hall
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While other senior members of the Scot marching band
were being accompanied by their families during halftime
football game on Parents' Week
of the Wooster-Deniso- n
end, Dan Perrius was escorted by his Phi Delta Sigma
brothers. The occasion was a tribute to the graduating
members of the band.

THANK YOU
For your support of UNTIL SOMEONE WAKES UP

Inter-Sectio-

Alpha Gamma Phi
Student Activities Board
Kappa Chi
Zeta Phi Gamma
Security
Hygeia
Reed House
Inter-Clu- b
Council
Clubs and Sections

HAIR IN YOUR
Come get

it

-

-
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College would need such a building. They had Old Main, a five
story, symmetric, very academic
looking building. It worked fine
there was plenty of room. It was a
nice building.
Until one December morning.
Every college, every city, every t
community has a moment of disas- -'
ter. There is the San Francisco
Quake of 1 906. the Chicago Fire of
You name the place
and there is almost sure to be at least
one great disaster. That December
II. in 1901, Wooster got one tnr
The explosion in Old Main was
quick and unexpected, and the fire
swept through half the building before the fire department even arrived. By daybreak nothing remained but the front wall and some
smoldering ashes.
But as with so many tragedies,
good popped up from the bad. By
1903, Old Main had been replaced
by five new buildings, the buildings
we use today: Severance, Scovel,
Taylor, Frick, and Kauke, the majestic medieval monstrosity that we
use today.
Believe it or not they were pretty
modem buildings for 1903, and included the latest technology in fire
prevention. The College had learned

J

It I

EYES???

cut at

appointments or walk ins welcome

(next to AAA)

ng.

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

Although Kauke Hall was built in 1903, the arch was not added to
the campus landmark for another 60 years.
to "Put their eggs in different basand they weren't being
chintzy. The total cost for Kauke
Hall alone was about $115,000,
which was a lot of money in 1903.
Scovel and Taylor have obviously
had renovations since then. So has
Kauke. Until 1963. Kauke didn't
have an arch. While the thought of
Kauke without an arch may send
shivers through the spines of today's
Woosterites, nobody even envi

kets,"

Sheer Professionals Hair Studio is sponsoring a Beacon
House Benefit, featuring College of Wooster students
and members of the community.
November 2, 1992
8:00 p.n
Wooster High School Auditorium
Advanced Ticket Sales - $12.50 at Sheer Professionals
Tickets available at the door $13.50

-

A well

Men's and women's hair
264-333-

L

sioned such a thing until the 60's.
Then one day workers came and
cut a big hole through the middle of
the building, built a patio and steps
on either side, made a floor slippery
enough to down penguins, and lo
and behold they had an arch. A
few renovations inside restored the
building to it's present
and the work was done. Kauke
was once more the envy of educational meccas worldwide.
mint-conditi-

Winter Wonderland of Fashion
Hair and Clothing Extravaganza

Dick Stull's Hair Clinic
389 W. Liberty

.'-

.

Hall.

18-somethi-

Residential Life
Women's Athletic Association
n
Council
Beta Kappa Phi
Women's Studies
Women's Resource Center
International Students Association
Peer Educators
Cutural Events Committee

.

ZACH VETTIFUX
Staff Writer
Kauke. To anybody not from
Wooster the word would have Utile
meaning. But here it instantly invokes a feeling of pride. Kauke is
Wooster and Wooster is Kauke. The
castle-lik- e
white building graces the
cover of every admissions brochure.
It hangs from every Streetlight on
Beall. We Wooster students walk
through the mouth of it's slippery
arch many times a day. We stand in
awe of its towers, we climb its stairs,
we learn in its rooms, we linger in
its corridors, we pack it with snow,
some of us even drive Volkswagens
through it. It's hard to imagine a
College of Wooster wi thout a Kauke
But there was such a place. Until
1903, nobody ever thought that the
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put together show full of action. . . Great music,
great costumes, and a great time!

on

Specializing in
Designer Labels
and jewelry
with selections UNDER

$10.00
--

Forcnza
Banana Republic

Uptown
LL. Bean

D0Wnt0Wn

Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
5
Wooster
262-973-

(Tux acrocs from the Wooaier Food

Co-o-p)
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The Woosttr Voice is newspaper
of The College of Wooster community, managed and produced exclusively by students. The Voice it published each Friday during the academic
school year, except during examination and break periods.
Any comments or questions concerning the Voice ihould be directed to
the staff Ombudspenon.
Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the smdent body,
faculty, college administration, or of
the Voice staff. Bybned pieces reflect
only the opinions of the writers. The
Voice encourages all typed, double-spacletters to the editor which do
not exceed 300 words. Letters must
contain the writer's full name, address,
and telephone number in order to be
considered for publican on. Letters
must be received by 5 rxm. oa Tuesday
for Friday's publication. The Voice
tuff reserves the right kt bold. or edit
any letter which it receives.
Subscriptions to 77W WootUrVotct
are $30 per year and S20 per semester.
Overseas subscriptions are JSX
Subscription orders sad other commentary should be addressed Me
7 Wooster Voice
--
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C-31I7.CO.W.

Wooster, OH 44691
(216) 263-2598

ifJ can't get it on my own.

Ifyou don't like the way I'm living you can leave this long

rj

haired country boy alone."

ill

JoshFagans

Photography Stiff. . .
Cartoonists .. .

UI ain't oskin' nobody for nothing

- Charlie Daniels
"We've got a kinder, gentler machine gun hand"
-- Neil Young

savagely attacking the small, but hardy group of Republican hecklers.
October is always a strange month. A time of rampant death and decay
"Have any of you ever worked for a living?" he shouted. "How can you
dressed in many colors. It's a good 'ol boy kind of month, a time to toke on
there and support a man who refuses to recognize the plight of the good
make
stand
Deadline
to
politics.
a jug of your favorite cider and get heavily into
none of you know what its like to earn a living or
book on the election was yesterday and Las Vegas still had Glenn by 8 and decent working folk whenrich
little snots.'
Goddamn
family.
a
Clinton by 5 12. But Bush is making last ditch campaign stops in states that raise
of the assembled corps of John Birch
the
nearest
lunged
at
this
With
he
eerily
way
in
a
presidency
his
save
scrambling
to
no longer matter and is
protect their daddy's coveted BMW.
Aryans
to
out
eyed
wide
reminiscent of Ford in 1976 and Carter in 1980. But he won't make iL fanatics and
brown hair, was subdued quickly
with
short
freak
eyed
weepy
victim,
a
submerged
His
style
Doomed by an incompetent group of advisors, a rhetorical
away whimpering. His escape,
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I was having a discussion with a friend of mine a few days ago about why
it is that men sought to objectify and discriminate against women. After the
conversation and a brief review of some works by Shaw, I present this
hypothesis. It is Man's subconscious awareness of His sexual inferiority that
leads Him to strike out against Woman.
Now mis may seem bizarre or outrageous but I will do my best to explain.
Fundamentally, Woman is much more important to the growth and perpetuation of our species than Man. This is due to the fact that females are
responsible for the task of giving birth and nurturing a child. Man's only
essential contribution is but a few minutes of His time, a little genetic
diversity, and a state of fertility. Thai translates into practically nothing at
all, which is what leads Man to His first groans of insecurity and feeling of
inadequacy. Man then becomes aware that the human population would
need no more than ten percent of it to be male at any time for there to be
enough diversity to keep the species going without a problem indefinitely.

all countries unite'

Woman that leads Him to to put up walls around Her in human societies. Look at the actual act of sex as an example.
Man's sexual purpose lasts only a whisper of a moment, like the speed and brevity of His orgasm. After that moment
is past, while He is gasping for breath and exhausted, as far as the Life Force and the human species are concerned,
Man may as well shrivel up and die for He is no longer essential.
This is the exact opposite of the sexual purpose of Woman which is designed to last as long as possible both in
the act of copulation as well as life history, going on for decades until She can no longer conceive. Why do you think
Woman reaches Her sexual peak at mid point in Her life and lives longer while Man peaks at eighteen and dies
sooner? The Life Force ideally wants a few energetic males to procreate with a three fourths majority of matured
females that can raise offspring.
.
.
Naturally, all of this abstraction does not make it self apparent in actual human society. One reason is the naw
in nature, which ignores aspects of the Life Force, that mistakenly provides the same number of males and females
in a species thatIs too immature to deal with the consequences that brings. We also notice the overwhelming
subjection of Woman, in a variety of ways, in almost every society standing. All this is due to Man's subconscious
realization that the Life Force considers Woman to be superior to Him. It is this indigestible knowledge which
creates the jealousy and avarice that takes the form of individual males' sexism. Keep in mind, the sexism that any
given male conducts is not done with the direct awareness of Man's inferiority. For the most part, the world is
ignorant of the power of Woman as well as the Life Force.
Common perception merely argues that Man is bigger and stronger than Woman and therefore asserts Himself
over Her It only views Man as insensitive and self obsessed, which somehow translates into all the forms of gender
discrimination that we see. This only scratches the surface. Man, like Woman, is also obsessed with the Life Force.
That is the primary drive he is aware of that filters into and supplies his drives for sex and ego. Yet Man finds Himself
forced to simply watch the act of birth from afar. All the time knowing that the real secret to life lies within Woman
and that His own contribution was simplistic and momentary. He is awe struck by both a concept and an event that
reduces his value to near insignificance leaving him envious and bitter.
This is why Man objectifies Woman in society. This is the reason that he forbade Woman the vote, demanded
of
that She stay at home, and declared Her thoughts inferior to His own. The solutions to the underlying problem
sexism is something I could not expose here. It is doubtful that many people will ever come to recognize the power
of the Life Force and how we are subject to its impulses. If anyone's interested, however, there are a couple of plays
by Shaw I will recommend to you.

In reference to C. Mason
Hallman's article "The absurdity of
marriage" in October 9 issue of the
Wooster Voice, we the founding
members of the Proletarian Revolutionary Party (Wooster Chapter) find
ourselves in total agreement with
this piece and wish to elaborate on
the general idea. The Western farce
of love and marriage has gone too
long unchallenged. Marriage low-e- n
the productivity of the average
proletarian due to its pedantic and
distractive nature. We, the PRP,
wish to set forth a system to break
down the meaningless institution of
marriage.
In our society all men and women
would be assigned a particular number by the government Each number belonging to a man or a woman
would correspond exactly with a
number belonging to a random individual of the opposite sex. When the
female of thus match feels it is time to
conceive a child she would locate
her male procreation partner, through
a govemmentagency, and she would
create a future member of the PRP.
After child birth, the PRP would
relieve the woman of the burden of
child rearing and take it upon itself.
This would allow the child to take
full advantage of the state and help
him or her to grow up being a productive and happy member of the
proletariat. This system would

.

greatly reduce me lost work time for
both parents would subsequently
increase work output
This system not only crushes the
plague of class discrimination by
instituting random breeding, but also
creates complete union between the
state and the individual. This eliminates the bias mat is created by raising a child in the decaying nuclear
family. Under our system where the
state, specifically the PRP, acts as
the only paternal figure, there is no
discrimination in educational opportunity and equal opportunities are
provided for all children.
No doubt the article C. Mason
Hallman wrote only scratches the
surface of the ideas of the PRP. This
tip of the iceberg blazes forth the
trail which we intend to follow.
Undoubtedly, ,Mr. Hallman's article,
as well as this one, will produced
objections from the backward, narrow minded, fundamentalist, conservatives wanting to continue oppressing the proletariat Yet with
the onset of time even these people
will come to accept the ways of
Proletarian Revolutionary Party.
WORKING PEOPLE OF ALL
COUNTRIES UNITE1
PRP members
Ted Coulson, sophomore
Taylor Maxson, sophomore
P.S. The PRP is a ficticious
organization.
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Clinton from page 5

Bill Clinton US. tour
The
The unmaking of the president, 1992
giving birth."

. wmte a series of books
anH 7rv
Whit
nirnallct TWW?
.
rw, jvwimum
ojiu
r
called The Making of the President, chronicling the successful campaigns of
:
' 1!
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon. This year. President Bush could
easily serve as the irispiration for a different scrt of book: The Unmaking of the
President, 1992. For despite, and sometimes because of, his ever more
desperate attempts to avert disaster. Bush has managed to unmake himself
thoroughly in his quest for a second term.
team's last chance to reverse their course
The debates were the
gave mighthave sufficed for a ticket
they
performance
The
destruction.
self
of
needing merely to run down the clock and avoid any rjaructuariy embarrassing
who occupy this advantanot
blunders. But a is Clinton-Gorgeous position. True, even Dan did not produce any of the expected Quayle-lsm-s,
yet the GOP rtcVrt required more than mediocrity to save itself.
Mediocrity is the best Bush seems able to do, but it is definitely not the worst.
Examples of desperation keep piling up.Inplaceofacredibkprogram,Bush
. ,
emphasizes experience, ms supposea roragn puuty auucraiiaui,
and family values. He tries to convince voters that these make him more qualified than his opponents to be presulenL
Ross Perot effectively poked a hole in the experience arguxnemm the first debate by saymg that unite
no experience at running up a $4 trillion debt. Indeed, experience is not an automatic plus. We must ask ourselves,
experience at what? If the answer is trying torun the country forfouryean without benefit o
.
.
we could survive with a bit less experience. Bush's brasynng on foreign policy is dubious as weEL He insists on taking credit for the fall of communism in rne
U.S.S.R. andEastern Europe, events to which he was basically an onlooker. He refuses to acknowledge that these
countries' regimes collapsed from wimin, thai tTOTcitizem played
Russia and other posttxwimunist nations are stfflm danger of slipping into dlfferettforn
prefers simply to declare victory and avoid these complications. (It is hard to express just how annoying this is to a
comparative politicV Russian studies student, such as myself.)
s character bydwelling
The greatest desperatkM of an,howevw. shows up m Bush's an
on his opponent's Oxford days. The innuendos about Clinton's Moscow trip are ludicrous. Apparently, it is urgxtfnooc
and disloyal for a college student to show interest in anodw culture and take advantage cf an oppo
up Bush says be can't understand aononstrating against one's country in a foreign land, meaning England. The
relevance of an antiwar protest's geographical kxaticou unclear, but at arry rate,
the ILS. He opposed a policy toward Vietnam that be considered detrimental to this country's interests. If we are
forbidden to express disagreement with official government policy, our democracy is truly in serious double.
'
Fortunately, a, majority of voters seem to recognize Bush's desrxrariori. The unmaking is nearly complete.
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Clinton had a confident look in his eye, however. It was the look of a man
who is about to rewrite 25 years of Democratic miscues and drug frenzies.
It's all over for Bush now. Even if he does win he will remain a beaten man
throughout his days simply because he turned his campaign over to birchers
who thought it was easier to make Bill Clinton look bad through slander than
,
to make their own candidate look good though logic.
Ceaseless attacks on Clinton's patriotism and draft record look foolish in
treachery to getout of Vietnam - and Quayle
lightof his own
waffling? Didn't Bush in 1980 describe
Clinton
war.
damn
supported the
Republican? What happened to that?
himself as the
But that's irrelevant now. Bush's days are through and we left the airdeck
convinced that with Bush's concession speech, we would see the grim
finale to one of the most shrill and bleating careers in modem political
history.
As we were filing out we saw our teamster friend standing by his pickup
truck smoking a cameL We stopped for a moment to congratulate him on
his public service.
"You know boys, Willy's gotta win. Hell, with the way this economy has
been, me and the Missus are barely getrin' by. My daughter and her husband
are practically starvin' because he got laid off and any job he could get that
damn fool president is sending below the border. I was thinking about voting
for Perot you know, but he's just plain crazy and besides, he talks too damn
funny. So it's Clinton or nothing."
"You know something else boys," he said, "their are three thmgs I ve
learned in this life of mine about people and character. The first is that Jack
Daniel's is God's drink. The second is that real men do not keep hotel rooms
in Texas for tax purposes and then go off to live in oceanside mansions on
the coast of Maine.
. ..
The old man turned away and boarded his truck. Turning the ignition on
the old machine, the air filled with dust and five year old smog.
"What's the third one?" we asked.
He paused a moment tossed his cigarette and answered slowly m classic
Summit county drawL
,
"The self--righteous always have romething to hide. Let's see our Mr.
.,.v-.....-.
Bush put that in his pipe and smoke iu"
vice-preside- nt's

pro-choi- ce
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1 don't want to have to step on your toes'
I amor the
to say? The world
keeps turnin'the fire keeps burnin'l
and the clock keeps tickin' away..J
don't see what you want me to be
andldon' tcarewhatyousuppose.lt
don't matter what you may seeI
don't wanna hafia step on your toes.
--X-S
inner
--You

don't like who

words that 1 have

First of alLFve just got to say how
much IenjoyedThe Voice two weeks
ago. I never saw so much stupidity,
egotism, and defensiveness in my
life! It was hilarious. So, to join the
fun, I've decided to contribute the
last two cents I have to my name.
Since I've already mentioned humor, allow me to add my comments
of disgust to the "humor columnist''
roast Matt Seaman is about as funny
as serving chopped dog intestines to
freak.
a vegetarian animal-righ- ts
Even Jeremiah's pointless editorials
are funnier! I
About David Swartz's letter
Okay, so the Voice made a few mistakes. Were you around at all last
year with all those controversies?
And just who do you think you are?
You sound like the dopehead know-it-al- ls
who control radical feminist
must do this! ',
legions of doom-'y- ou
'you must do that!' Excuse me, but
you're not quite that special! Allow
me to loan you a quarter, so you can
find a life at the local
And C. Mason HaUman.WHAT
THE HFJ 1.777! "The growing stress
of living in the modern world is
actually a fictional misconception
created by people who can't put the
K-ma- rt!

blame on themselves or else are ready
to be enrolled at Apple Creek Development Center (for those who don't
know-- a psycho ward).
After all,
what is this earth other than one heck
of a big mental hospital?
sex????
Mandatory
Are you heir to a condom industry?
Have you heard of AIDS and VD?
And what about those who refuse to
adhere to your policy? Gas chambers?? Heil Hitler!
Oh, no, a better idea!! Leases on
marriage!! What a great idea! When
will the new models of a marriage
partner come out? I want a curvaceous economy model! Guess what!
I just found a quarter on the floor
with your name all over it, and I'll
with Mr.
even drive you to
pre-mari-

tal

K-m- art

Swartz!
But you did have one good point,

where you said that people got married too young due to misconceptions about each other and themselves.

To freshman
Alanna Mussawwin Your political
correctness makes me puke! And
just because you don't like being
categorized in the group of "one
lunkhead after another--." or a part of
the smurfbrigade does not mean that
you aren't
AndJeremiah's editorial is not the
only one dissatisfied with this year's
Forum. For references, look up
Molly Flewelling's letter on page
eight of the October 2 Voice, or
Anne Adam's letter on page eight of
the September 18 Voice.
Also, congratulations to Brian
(fresh-individua-

l?)

Willhide on the most factual piece
I've seen in the Voice on the continuing saga about the campaign.
This unlike the wacky opinions of
neurotic liberal columnists or the
drunken seizures of our favorite nazi,
RD. "Call me Dan Quayle Jr." Burgess. (Actually, that might be a
compliment!)

Andfinally.toNathanJ.Nby about
his letter in last week's Voice: Can
we say
up in a proper way-- ." Oh, I'm sorry,
let me get on my knees and bow to
thee, right now!!
The U.S. is the greatest country in
the world?? Gee, don't tell the rest
of the world! And certainly don't
tell the homeless and unemployed
that they are merely lazy, incompetent leeches and not products of our
"great" Republican, "the rich get
richer, the poor get poorer" society ! !
And I'm sure our nation's criminal's
and their victims (victims of justice?) will agree with your statement, too.
"-.br-

holier-than-tho- u?

Let's

see--It

ought

took 210 years to

accumulate a national debt of about .
$3 trillion dollars; that's $1 trillion
every 70 years. It took our esteemed
President George "HUH?!" Bush
how long? Four (4) years to spend
$1 trillion more than the government received! Things that make
this country the greatest in the world! !
I think I'll take the next affordable
plane to New Zealand, if you don't
mind.

Ooooohhh, and there's so much
more to say!!
Michael Gisinger, sophomore
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The Voice
continues to
seek students to
serve on its core
committee. This
group meets
once per month
vith to discuss
ilic roiiil and
content of the
Voice.

Interested
students should
contact the
editors at
cninpuo uui.
3 II": 7
.:

--

or at

inpt:.--raer- .
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If you can't run with the

big dogs, stay on the porch

I am usually pleased with the quality and content of The Voice, however last weeks section section of
Viewpoints by Ryan E. Baxter en-

titled, Tm a Chicken Hawk and I
want to be President" deems rebut-

tal.
I feel that to use 40 square inches
of newsprint to do nothing more
than call a man names accomplishes
nothing, is insulting to those of us
reading the paper and is embarrassing to the young man who wrote it If
the best Mr. Baxter can do in his
column is pass insults (referring to a
man as a bozo, little squid, and ornery weasel) then I feel bis literary
talents are lacking and that be has no
business writing for the Voice. In
my opinion this takes no talent. Go
to any first grade playground and
you'll hear comparable skdlL This is
cause enough for me to have a problem with Mr. Baxter's writing. However, he goes farther than simple
insults by attacking me man for the
way his voice sounds. This I find no
excuse for. Attacking an individual
for the pitch of his voice is bluntly
prejudice and is no lower than attacking someone for the color of
their hair, the size of their feet, or the

color of their skin, all of which are
inherent traits. Maybe Mr. Baxter
would appreciate laws limiting individuals with high pitched voices, or
even various religions orvarious skin
colors, from being president
Mr. Baxter manages to get even
lower than this. This reference to
Mr. Perot sounding as if someone
were twisting his balls is not just
distasteful, it is downright rude and
has no place in our college paper.
Who does he think he is impressing
with that phrase?
Mr. Baxter should be embarrassed

for writing such trash and the entire
Voice staff should be embarrassed
that it was ever printed.
In closing I'd like to inform Mr.
Baxter of one thing. The Voice is
composed of numerous writers with
impressive writing technique and
talent When you write in the manner you chose to, it reflects upon the
entire paper. If the extent of your
writing ability goes no farther than
name calling , character bashing, and
references to human genitalia, then I
must sadly inform you that you have
no literary talent and should find
some other ways to spend your time.
,..-...Gregory J, Morris, senior
.
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In light of the recent faculty cuts, the Voice
is encouraging all students, faculty, and staff
to write in with their ideas about ways in
which The College of Wooster can save wasted
dollars and apply that money to retaining
qualified faculty members or other important
projects.
Send ideas, along with your name, to
The Wooster Voice at box
Each week, we will print
a list of the ideas we have received.
C-31-

87.

letter

Checkyour definitions

I was touched to see so much
intellectually stimulating material in
the Voice. Jeremiah Jenne and
Nathan Noy each contributed to
the previous two issues. Interestingly enough, neither seemed to address issues, rather, they practiced
Honestly, there
their
are more important things that need
to be addressed in The Voice.
Nathan seems very upset with this
paper's "liberal bias. I am sorry, but
a paper is just a paper and all of us
can write in it We, on the other
hand, are biased. Nathan is, Jeremiah
is, I am. We cannot very well help it
mud-slinglin-

g.

Nathan, you, however, insist on
branding Jeremiah a liberal and crying about how unfair and unjust this
campus is to its "conservative minority." Evidently, your definitions
differ from my own.
Liberal means an individual that
has an open mind and a willingness
to change. I know it is not used with
this connotation very often, but it
honestly is not a political position; it
is a way of thinking. Conservative
means mat someone is content with
the present situation and resistant to
change. It is also not necessarily a
political opinion. Then we come to

the term PC, which seems to be the
most important topic of today, judging from the amount of attention it
has received. PC is forcing people to
address issues through word choice
and other means. If PC is indoctrination, and many people believe it
is, then it is contrary to a liberal arts
education. If, however, it is used to
make people aware of important issues, then it has a place in our collective educations. I am not asking mat
you agree with me, just that you
listen to me; that is a liberal mind at
work.
It is unfortunate that Nathan's political sign was defaced, as he is
entitled to his opinion and his door.
Nathan, or anyone else for that matter, is also entitled to write in our
paper. I suggest that whoever does
choose to write has the decency and
the intelligence to write about topics
without resorting to this senseless
bickering and name calling. If you

have something interesting and

thought provoking to say, then by all
means do so. If you are going to
insult people and preach
then write it in the stalls
like everyone else.
Brekke A. Jacobson, senior
self-ngh-teousne-

ss,
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Betas had less priority than editors
T am a vninr anH for the nast three
years have been readingThe Voice on
a regular basis. I have never had any
msir dicflpTeements with the wav in
which the paper was handled, until
two weeks ago wneni read tnearucie
entitled. "Saute ... saute ... simmer!"
My question when I read the article
was. What aia Man rranxei ana
Hans Johnson do to make Jason
Gindele jump down their throats?"
Since I didn't know Mr. Gindele to
ask him what he was talking about, I
consulted Matt. He clued me in to the
substance of the disagreement. To
those wno ooni mow an eauor c me
Voice to ask, the story goes like this.
The Betas naa a cnanry run a rew
weeks ago, which was similar to the
one the editors had last week. The
Betas asked the editors to put a story

mtheVoiceabouttheirplannedevent
That week's Voice had a small
remark noting the charity nnv
ad-siz-

ed

but nothing of any substance. But

when the editors had their run, they
received a large article on the back
page with reminders to read about it
on the front It seemed that the Betas
excursion had much less priority when
compared with the editors'.
I feel Matt had a perfectly good
argument but Jason seems to think
that speaking your mind on issues that
you fed are unjusti5ed is wrong. One
the nKimpcrtamtrungstriis school
teaches, beginning your first day in
first-yeseminar, is to stand up for
things you feel are wrong and to be
aware of the 7ason Gindele'i of the
wcrid who tell ycu that you"rea"wide-eye- d,
ar

dizzy bastion of all mat is

wrong." WelLmy support goes out to
Matt Frankel and Hans Johnson for
standing up forwhat they feel iswrong.
They are the ones with the ability to
make the world a stronger place.
AlyseWeiscrt senior
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In search of today's male
at the Mall of America
MJKEPITTMAM

Friday, October 30

Take a trip to a Hannted
House from 6:30-1- 0 pjn.
Register with a $2 refundable
deposit at the Lowry Front
Desk and bring money for
admission ticket!
At 8 p.m. be at the Pumpkin
Carving in the Underground
and win prizes!
At 9 p.m. at the Underground
see the video Pet Sematarj
for $.50 and if that isn't
enough see the timeless Rocky

Horror Picture Show at

midnight!

Saturday, October 31

Happy Halloween! At 7:30
and 10 p.m. see the film Texas
Chainsaw Massacre for $1 or
come to the Halloween
DanceCostume Contest at
the Underground from 10 pan.
through 2 ajn. Bring a canned
good for free admission to help
the homeless!

Tuesday, November 3

Election Day! Don't forget to
cast your vote and make a
difference!

Wednesday, November 4

At 10 pjn. come see the world
famous comedian Carrot Top
at the Underground! Admission is $.50 for all Wooster
students.

.22X&'?4&$&&e

SHAWN PERRY - AAE Editor
p.m Friday & Saturday. $5.50.
2 Whipple Ave, Massillon.
Blood Barn-60- 4
Fulton.
pm, Friday & Saturday, Sunday
Canal
Resort,
Park
Clay's
HaDowoods
park
clay',
7-- 12

7-- 12

7-- 10

pjn., Friday & Saturday. $5.50.
Demon's Den - 5770 Dressier Rd., Massillon.
pjn, Friday & Saturday. $5.50.
Hannibal's House of Horror -- 1070 First Sl NJE, Massillon.
Road, Cuyahoga Falls.
State
and
Trail
pjn,
Portage
Hannted Castle - State Road Shopping Center,
7-- 12

7-- 12

7-- 12

Friday & Saturday. S5D0.

Haunted LaboratoryHaunted School House -- 1300 Triplet! Blvd., Akron.

.
, . .
pjn, Friday & Saturday.
.

7-- 12

"Sdson Haunted House - Barlow Road Park, just north of Little Tiles on Barlow Rd, Hudson.
pjn, Friday & Saturday. $5X0.

730-1- 2

2nd Time Around
551 East North SL

(EastofBeall)

starring Robert Redford
7:00 & 9:50

(PG-1- 3)

starring Kurt Russell
7:15 4 9:15

(PG-1- 3)

"

'

1

edge-attitu-

Local haunted houses

CAPTAIN ROB
Martin Short

-

.

The Mall of America, located somewhere near Minneapolis, is the biggest
shopping mall in America. I was there over fall break. Actually, many people
were there and a lot of them seemed to have Cadillac sized baby strollers vjikh
they drove at a rapid rate, seemingly unconscious of what a baby looks like
rolling across a freshly waxed ule floor into an imported tobacco shop.
Anyhow I've always considered a mall a good barometer of pop culture, so it
seemed to me that the biggest mall in the heartland of America would give me
the best idea of what's going on with America's youth. Here's what I found.
The dominant style among young men in America is recessionary chic
Flannel is big; so is military short hair, tattoos (the ear piercing of the 90'sif you
ask me) . and facial hair (especially the omnipresent goatee because, after all,
what other growth can make you look menacingly sensitive)? In other words,
during an economically tough time, we have resorted to the very essentials of
macho. Simple things that remind us of who we are. . . men. Even those who
aren't feeling the effects of the recession have adopted these styles so as not to
be out of step.
We (men) have tried to be sensitive for years, with Alan Alda and all that
crap. We've abandoned the Aldaish sensitivity and moved on to something
else. Too often our attempts to become "sensitive' have reduced itself to
apologizing for being male. We don't have that anymore. Starting with the
Robert B ly movement, men started to get in touch with their aggressiveness and
needed to realize their dual capacity for tenderness and destruction.
Let me talk for a moment about Henry Rollins. When you see him perform,
you realize that he's basically a clean cut guy. If you covered up his tattoos and
slapped a pair of glasses on him, he could be an elementary school student
Rollins
teacher. He'safathCTronfessorwhoscreanisoutyourperarce
de
is an example of this new male. The excess ofWarrant is out, the "straight
that bands like Fugazi kept alive through the decadence of the last
fifteen yean is back stronger than ever.
It was while reading an interview with Rollins that first got me interested m
the concept ofBushido. It's the code that the Samurai lived their life by. Death
is inevitable it says, groom yourself for it daily. Live fearlessly, for once you
have accepted death you have nothing to fear. Currently, we as men are facing
our fears: no jobs, AIDS, the New World Order. A personal code to live by.
That's what the men of my generation are being foixU) take on. The economy
has failed us, the government, spirituality, and love have all failed us. It's time
to turn to all we have left, ourselves. We are learning to walk the thin line
between societal acceptance and personal servitude.
It's taken a really lousy economy to wash the excesses of the eighties out of
men's mouths. We've returned with a new found vigor, a pride of being male
and what that stands for. We as men have a new kind of male bonding, of
comm union. This time it has more to do with lost mnocence and faith than with
cnummy scnsiuvuy.

Halloween liaoots

SNEAKERS

What exactly is a 'Carrot Top?'

of clothing
gifts, silk floral
arrangemens, jewelry
AH types

&

Open 10:00 a.m.

photo provided by S.A--

B.

Carrot Top wCl be performing in the Underground at 10 pjn. on
Wednesday. Admission is ISO for Wooster students.
SHAWN PERRY

A&EEditor

Is it some new orzanic drink con
cocted by a group of nutrition freaks?

Ornuybeii'sanotheroneofthernany
grunge bands coming out of Seattle
these days. Strangely enough, and
that's exactly the word to use here,
strange. Carrot Top is the name of the
newest comedy sensation to hit the
college and club circuit He will be
performing at the Underground next
Wednesday night, November 4, beginning at 10 pjn. Admission is $30
for Wooster students.
Carrot Top is actually 27 year old
Scoa Thompson, a graduate ofFlorida
Atlantic University and a native
himself. His start in comedy
came as a dare initiated by friends to
enter an amateur comedy contest. The
dare obviously paid off as Thompson
took on the guise of Carrot Top and
began his steady rise up the comedy
Flo-ridi- an

ladder.

The sight of a grown man with
bright orange hair, outrageous clothing, and shoes fit enough to bowl in,
would be enough to strike laughter in
even the dullest person. However, the
driving force behind Carrot Top's

Students or organizations:

Promote our Florida
Spring Break packages.
Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize
SMALL or LARGE
groups. Call Campus
Marketing.

show comes from his veritable wit
andimaginationcoupled with thenon-sto- p
energy and craziness that he displays.
His show also consists of four traveling trunks which are chock full of
amazing gadgets, wacky inventions
and simply ingenious observations
about even the most mundane items
in our everyday life. Imagineaclothes
hanger for short people or a home
security system for under $10 and
you'll understand the absurd twist he
puts into these inventions.
In addition to his grueling college
and club circuit schedule, his original
show and looks have made him a
prime candidate on television. His
numerous appearances include FOX's

"ConikStripIive."A&E'sMEvening
at the Improv," "Star Search," and
MTV's "Half Hour Comedy Hour."
as well as an appearance in "Revenge
of the Nerds IL"
Carrot Top is taking the world by
storm; and making a few
fans along the way. Forthcrseofyou
die-ha- rd

with ferockxis comedy appetites. Car-

rot Top will definitely fill you up with
zany humor and irresistible
energy.

p

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL
AND RESUME EXPE-

RIENCE!!

Individuals and student
organizations wanted to
promote SPRING
BREAK,
call the nation's leader.
Inter-camp- us

1-800-423-5264

non-sto-

1-800-327-6013

Programs

it
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MATT SEAMAN
Humor Columnist
auuuv UVlUi
IU1U
J
i the room.
He was canying a rabid giraffe
1
note in his
and had a
nasty-looki-

?
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j

lft honrl
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ng

nrtf
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fWm file

mother who, incidentally, was the

rope.

1

His mother was upset with all the
talk of the lack of Crunch Berries at
Lowry Center's dining hall and had
written a long letter calling for the
return of both the Chrunch Berries
and Chye Chew, the masked commando of lunchtime doom.
This was unfortunate because Ford
was not going to Lowry, but rather to
the next meeting of the Women's
Resource Center in the Sche ide Music Center And Family Steakhouse.
The Women's Resource Center was
discussing Texas billionaire H. Ross
Perot and his plans to take over the
island nation of Wittgenstien if he
gets elected.
Naturally, this concerned Ford
Cramer because he was insane.
In a seemingly unrelated incident,
thousands of miles away, a Frenchman named something in French
was ordering wine.
Then, through a fluke of nature he
became a small island nation called
Wittgenstien (named after the common misspelling of a twentieth century philosopher's' name).
As Ford was leaving the meeting
of the Women's Resource Center he
noticed a man who looked a lot like
Wittgenstien running to meet a bus,
which was odd because the bus depot has yet to be installed at the
Scheide Music Center And Family
Steakhouse. But he shook this off
and went to find a copy of the latest
Wooster Voice.
As he picked it up, he noticed a
column page 9 of this week's issue.
It told the member of that column's
reading audience (the columnist's
mother, Judy Seaman) all about his
life for the past few hours.
He was outraged, so he ran to call
the person who had written such an
invasion of privacy.
He grabbed a copy of the student
directory and looked under the S

0ry

Schuh. . . Schurman. . .
. . . Screwvala. . .
Screwvala! What an unfortunate
name! Then he found it. Seaman.
He called the offender.
Ring... Ring... Ring

utn

v'5cn'

section.

Schwartz

t

j

J

j
j

Vta

"Hello."
"Matt Seaman?"
"Yeah?"
"I read your column."
"Mom!! It's so good to hear from
you!!"
This isn't your mom. This is
Ford Cramer."
"Oh, yeah, hey, I wanted to ask
you, Are you down with OPP."
Ford thought for a minute, then
responded, "Yeah, You know me."
"Good."
Click.

Then Ford killed everyone and
everything that the columnist had
ever loved and left him to live in
j pain.

1

NEXT WEEK" To ELVIS

OR MOT TO
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volleyball

field hockey

Home winning streak comes to an end Spikers fight hard in defeat
T

Fighting Scots close
out disappointing
season on Saturday

,i

:A

--

I

lJ v tA

t

PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot field hockey
team was involved in two more one
goal games this past week, defeating
Oberiin 1 0 while dropping a 2 overtime decision to Slippery Rock.
Wooster has played ten games this
season that were ultimately decided
in these conby one goal, going
tests. The Scots overall record now
stands at 108, 3 in conference.

v.

'
'
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-

despite winsets
ning the first three points in each of
the first three games.
Wooster turned things around in
their match against Case Reserve.
Leading 2 in the first game the tide
suddenly shifted as the Spartans
reeled off 1 1 unanswered points to
1
take a
lead over the Scots.
Wooster fought back, though, and
Brijin Boddy,
on a serve by first-yetied the game at 14. Two points
later, junior Karin Lockwood killed
the winning point for a Wooster vic15--

3--
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6-- 4
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Wooster played host to the
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS

Junior Missy Rice strikes the ball past the outreached stick of a

Slippery Rock defender during Wooster's 2 overtime loss Tuesday.
of the season.
helped Tederstrom post her fourth
3--
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was also inconsistent, and that hurt

us."
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Late in the overtime

year
"It was disappointing that we did
not use all of the opportunities we
were given on offense," said head
coach Brenda Meese. "Our defense

Willi

""

'-i-

.

1
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winner.

Tederstrom was beaten and Wooster
was handed its first home loss of the

2--

i

m'

-

The game went into overtime tied
at two. The Fighting Scots quickly
went for the win as they attacked the
Slippery Rock goalie in waves, but
they were unable to score the game

shutout.
The Fighting Scots' six game home
winning streak came to a disappointing end on Tuesday as they fell in
overtime to Slippery Rock University.
Wooster opened the scoring as
Perkins scored 20 minutes into the
half. They held that lead for the rest of
the half but lost it only six minutes
into the second period. Just eight
minutes later Slippery Rock notched
another goal to take a 1 lead. But
Ostermueller scored the equalizer just
a short time later. It was her sixth goal

ar

7,'

'

Where's the
World Series?

able to complete the

130-mi-

le

journey: Peter James. Injuries
halted the efforts of Jason
Gindele, Mike Householder, and
Jeremiah Jenne (who spent the
break in Wooster with a broken

i

foot). The endeavor raised over
Pirate Charities.

$1200 for

1-206-6-

34-0468

r-5562

tory,
The Scots, behind the hitting and
setting of Boddy and senior Julie
Hottell, respectively, dominated
Case and built a lead of 14-- 3 in th
second game. Wooster lost it's mo16-1- 4.

STUDY ABROAD
IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester,
year, graduate, summer,
and internship programs in
Australia. We represent 28
Australian Universities.
Call us

toll-fre-

e

Earn $10.00 per hour
working on campus in
your spare time. Management company
requires campus representatives to aid in
recruiting. Contact
Paul Evans at
for more
information
(614)-538-76-

points to make the game interesting,
but they held off the surge and won

12-the Scots fought
and
back. With Case Reserve needing
only one Wooster mistake to win the
match, the Fighting Scots played
flawlessly at the end of the game, to
The Spartans
close the gap to
put the ball down on the Wooster
side of the net to win the game and
the match
Coach Bush was pleased with the
way her team play ed at the end of the
"It is really positive to
see us play error free ball at the end
of the match. We played really
tough," she commented.
Boddy blasted nine kills in the
first match and 13 in the second.
14-1- 0,

6,

14-1- 3.

15-1- 3.

five-sette- r.

Hottell and

first-ye- ar

Sarah

Robertson contributed offensively
with 17 and 15 assists, respectively.

Wooster's defense was led by

Lockwood who played well by successfully digging 10 of 10 attempts.
The Scots continued their conference schedule when they hosted
Denison.

Wooster could not match

Denison's consistent play and were
defeated in three sets.
Denison began the match by scoring the first nine points . Wooster
closed the gap to 10-- but Denison
held on to win 15-The Big Red also won the second
game 15-The score of the final
7,

7.

15-1- 1.

That momentum stayed with Case
Reserve throughout the next two
games as they dominated the Fighting Scots 15-- 1 and 15-- 3 to even the
match at two games apiece and send
it into a fifth and deciding game.
Wooster coach Linda Bush attributed the momentum swing to improved Case Reserve play. She said,
"Case picked up their pace in the
third game and their hitters started
contributing more."
The final game, proved to be a
nailbiter. Down by scores of
8-- 5,

4.

game was 15-Boddy lead Wooster's offense in
a commanding way by killing 11
balls in 23 attempts. Robertson also
contributed offensively with 10 assists. Wooster's combined team effort on defense was commendable.
Heading into the back stretch of
the season, Bush proposed, "If we
play the way we are capable of playing, we will have a win in one of our
three remaining matches.
8.

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS
IPS TIME TO APPLY

Three of the Walk for Charity
participants saw the empty seats
of Three Rivers Stadium in
Pittsburgh on Saturday afternoon, but only one was actually

r.

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING:
Earn $2000month
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) No experience
necessary. For employment program information
call
ext

0

mentum as Case scored eight straight

Yeowoman dominated play for the
first 40 minutes. Junior goalie Becky
Tederstrom was up to the task, stopping all 10 shots she faced.
The second half saw the Fighting
Scots play much more aggressive.
They forced the play and consistently
held the ball in Oberiin' s end. Junior
Lisa Ostermueller had two excellent
runs at the goal but was unable to beat
Wendy
the goalie. Finally first-yePerkins was able to break the scoreless tie midway through the period,
stick handling her way through the
defense. Her goal stood as the Scots
victory.
held on for a
Once again the Wooster defense
was outstanding. Led by juniors Luci
Day and Tiffany Lerch and sophomore Betsy Shannon the Fighting Scot
defense kept Wooster in the game and
--

15-1-

ar

quicker than Wooster as the

""

8,

13-1-

Yeowoman of Obcrlin on Wednesday Oct 21. While struggling on the
read this year, the Figh ting Scots have
thrived at Cindy Ban Memorial Field.
They had won all five previous games
played at home.
Both teams had to brave the cold
weather and poor playing conditions.
Oberlin adjusted to the elements

I..'- -

15--

3,

8--

v

8--
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CHRIS MACKY
.Staff Writer
The College of Wooster volley
ball team(l-3- 3 overall, 0-- 5 NCAQ
continued its conference schedule
with matches against Denison, Case
Reserve, and Earlham.
Against the Quakers of Earlham,
the Fighting Scots lost in straight

65

FOR A
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
POSITION FOR THE
1993 - 94 ACADEMIC YEAR

Applications Available:
from November 2 to
December 11
at the Residential Life Office
located in Babcock Hall.
Applications Due:
by 5:00 p.m.
Friday, December 18, 1992
to the Residential Life Office.
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crow country

football

Wooster to host
conference meet
on Saturday

Scots end

NEWS SERVES pft PAST?
The College of Wooster will host
die 1992 North Coast Athletic Conference Criampwnship Meet (Ocl31)
at L.C Boles Memorial Golf Course.
race begins
The men's 8,000-metat 1 1 ajru, followed by the women's
5.000-metrace at noon.
In the men's race. Case Western
Reserve is the favorite, but the Spartans expect achallenge from Denison,
which is looking to defend its team
title.
Wooster, which has won two team
championships and has produced six
individual winners, will be without
er

er

two-tim-

e

NCAC champion Jason

Kelley. KeUey, a senior, has been
plagued by back problems and is out
for the season, but he is not the only
ailing Scot Junior Adam Myers has
a stress fracture of his right leg and
may not be able to run. In their
absence, head coach Dennis Rice will
look to junior Wheeler Spaulding and
soptomore Paul Kinney.
The battle for supremacy in the
women's race appears to be between
Ken yon and Allegheny.
Wooster is led by senior captain
Carolyn Kiss. She is joined by apair
of newcomers, junior Sandy Clark
and sophomore Julia Judson, both of
whom are in their first yearof running

crosscountry.
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losing streak against Big Red

11-ye- ar

MKE HOUSEHOLDER

Assistant Sports Editor
The Wooster football team
overall,
in the NCAC) tied
4
Denison two weekends ago
and were defeated at the hands of
Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday
TheRghongScotsplayed very well
in tying the Big Red on October 17.
Wooster has not beaten Denison since
1981, so the 4 draw was a moral
victory for the Scots.
Coach Bob Tucker's squad trailed
Denison at halftime 14-The Big

f

(1-5- -1

1-

-1

14-1-

V.

-

"

N

41-1- 2.

14-1-

0.

Red was completely outplaying
Wooster, and it looked as though another Woosterteam would come away
with a loss against the Gang from
Granville. Denison dominated the
Scots in many offensive categories
including first downs ( 1 1 --3) and rushing yardage (159-42- ).
The single-win- g
offense employed by the Big
Red seemed to confound Wooster's
defense as they racked up a 14 point
lead and gained ground superiority.
The Scots refused to give up as they
battled back and eventually tied the
Big Red at 8:20 of the final period on
touchdown pass from
an
quarterback John Ramsier to junior flanker Brian Wright Wooster
had a chance to win the game at the
Ramsier pass
end, but an
was picked off at the Denison 5 yard
line with 48 seconds left
Individually, junior tailback Eric
Robinson turned in another strong
performance asterushed for 6 yards
8-y-ard

se-rii-

ill-advi-

or

photo by JOSHUA FACANS

A Denison running back found no room on this play as the Wooster defense swarmed to make the tackle.
The 4 tie marked the first time in 11 years that the Fighting Scots did not lose to Denison.
14-1-

sed

on 18 carries. Also, junior wideout
Rick Fox played an impressive game
pulling in 5 Ramsier losses for 103
yards and a touchdown. Defensively,
seniorlinebackerJohnMarcinekcon- -

John Vommeirsledlft
Democrat for State Representative

you are
he is your ONLY choice
If

Pro-Choic-

e,

tinued to play well as he registered 13
tackles, broke up one pass, and intercepted another.
Against the the Battling Bishops of
Ohio Wesleyan University, the results were completely different. OWU
outplayed Wooster in almost every
facet of the game en route to their 29
point victory. The Battling Bishops
ran at will on the Scot defense, piling
up 3 1 0 yards rushing and a whopping
475 total yards.
pass
Wooster scored on a
from Ramsier to Fox in the second
pass from
quarter and on a
Ramsier to senior tight end Trevor
Garner in the third stanza.
One of the few bright spots for the
3-ya-

17-ya-

rd

rd

Scots was the play of

co-capta-

in

EARN EXTRA INCOME
WEEKLY
EARN $200-550- 0
MAILING TRAVEL
BROCHURES. FOR
INFO. SEND A STAMPED
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
TO: TRAVEL INC.. BOX
2530. MIAMI. FL. 33161

Martinet He had a tremendous
all-ti-

5--

me

anda2-3NCACmar-

k.

run-and-sh- oot

(0-3-l)Jun- ior

has left the team for personal
reasons. The Scots have scored 98
points in the second half so far this
season, but they have scored only 29
points in the first half.

For special student airfares, visa assistance,
international ID cards,
medical, baggage and
travel insurance, and bus
and rail passes, call Study
Abroad Travel at
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Monday Night Special!
Monday Nights between 5 and 10 p.m.buy one, get one

Mary and John Vimmerstedt
Paid fcx by WnmwrtK for Stat

Rp Commit..

Brad GSkay.

Trwurer. 234 RMd Hd.. Wootter, OH 44691

linn

out-

ing, making 23 tackles, one short of
Wooster record.
the
The Scots will try to regroup tomorrow when they take on Eariham
in the last home game of the season.
The Quakers boast an overall record
Eariham
of 3
runs a solid
attack
which racked up 61 points in a win
last week against Princrpia.
GAME NOTES: Wooster is winless
at home this season
James Weaver, a starting comerback,
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free!
Not good with any other offer.
Good Mondays in November
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Four losses drop Fighting Scots out of contention
team dropped four straight games,
ct
taking them out of contention for the

North Coast Athletic Conference
championship and possibly elimiplay.
nating them from
It was an eventful yet disappointing two weeks for the Fighting Scots,
starting with the tournament at
post-seas-
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Fighting Scots hosted Denison.
Tbe game became paramount for
both teams, as a win would almost
insure the conference title. Out to
avenge lastyear's loss, Denison came
out strong and scored early in the
first half of play. The Fighting Scots
did not give up that easily, however,
and late in the first half, first-yeforward Danya Lecker scored off an
indirect kick with the help of senior
Barbie Thompson.
The second half of the game was
nothing short of a battle, as the two
teams look turns doniinating the play.
With a 1 score at the end of regulation time, the game then entered
two fifteen minute overtime periods. Early into the first overtime
period, Denison capitalized on an
exhausted Wooster squad and scored
a goal.
The Fighting Scots did not give up

KARYN POWERS
JENMANDLE
Staff Writers
The Fighting Scot women's sele

ar

on

Maryville College in Knox ville, Ten-

nessee. Wooster made their trip
south on Saturday, Oct 17 to play
Emory College of Georgia.
Both teams came out strong, but
Wooster was obviously suffering
from its nine-hotrip from the day
before. The first half saw the Fighting Scots with only a few decent
attempts and no goals to show for
them. The second half produced
some additional scoring opportunities, but Wooster did not capitalize
on them.
With 27 minutes left in the game,
Emory netted the only goal of the
game off of a free kick deflected by
junior goalkeeper Lisa HalL as a
stunned defense looked on. Wooster
was unable to create any goals of
their own and thus the score ended
in favor of Emory.
The second game of the tournament was against host Maryville College. Despite the rainy conditions
the Fighting Scots came out with
renewed spirits, hoping to prove
themselves in the sou hem region.
Wooster outplayed and outshot their
opponents nine to three in the first
half, but again the score remained
scoreless as the second half began.
Within the First ten minutes
Maryville took the lead when they
scored off of a perfectly placed corner kick to the far post that they
converted into a headball and a goal.
Wooster was again left shaking their
heads in disbelief as Maryville
handed Wooster their second defeat
of the weekend. Coach Geordie
Brown commented afterwards:
They (Maryville) had a beautiful
goal and there was no way we could
men j soccer
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and continued to create many

chances, but could not put the ball in
the net "We played a very hard
game," said senior Holly Slepecky.
"It could have gone to either team.
We just didn't get lucky."
,

Despite the unlucky streak

1- -0
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field hockey
Wooster A Oberlin 0
Slippery Rock d. Wooster
1--

3--2

football

Wooster tied Denison
OWUd. Wooster 4
1--

14-1-

4

12

men's soccer
Wooster d. Denison 0
Wheaton d. Wooster 1
Wooster d Benedictine 4--1
Ken yon d. Wooster
women's soccer
Mercyhurst d. Wooster
Denison d. Wooster 1
Emory d. Wooster 0
Maryville d. Wooster 0
Wooster d. Kenyon 0
foUrjbaH
Earlhani d. Wooster 0
Case Western d. Wooster 3--2
Denison d. Wooster 3-1--

2--

1--
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1--
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There are more

ti.

no-hitte-

rs

in the NHL than if
Nolan Ryu was here. I
understand that at the end
of tbe second period, players
are going to change into
dresses."

Don Cherry. Hockey Night
in Canada broadcaster and
former Boston Bruins coach.
(USA Today. 10(29172)

pfaoto by JOSHUA FAGAN3

Senior defender Tammy Berger moves past a Denison forward in
pursuit of loose ball during Saturday's crucial 1 loss.
2--

defend against it. Even though we
outplayed them, they took advantage of one good opportunity to win.
We have to accept it and go on."
Wednesday, October 21 saw the
Fighting Scots back on their home
turf against longtime foe Mercyhurst
of Pennsylvania. As has been the
case for the past three years,
Mercyhurst came out strong and did
not let Wooster dictate the play. The
Fighting Scots struggled to keep up
with Mercyhurst! speed which created most of their dangerous chances.

String of road games ends
with 1 loss to Kenyon
2--

JOSHELROD
Staff Writer
The Wooster soccer team finished"
up a kxig streak of road games with a
loss to Kenyon on Wednesday.
Wooster was held scoreless while
shots on
Kenyon fired twenty-fiv- e
goal en route to the 0 victory. AH
five of the Scot losses have been by
one goal this season. The loss was
only the second for the Scots in
but stiflciropped Wooster
(5-to third place behind number
and
two Kenyon (6-Ohio Wesfcyan
Wooster's only other loss of the
five away games occurred at the hands
of Wheaton College. The 1 loss to
Wheaton came in an abbreviated overtime due to darkness. First-yeDamonRossi scored theonly Wooster
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The Scots did manage three victories on the road. Wooster defeated
Denison 0 and
Allegheny
In the three
victories, the six goals were spread
among six p layers, demonstrating the
depth of the Scots' talent First-yeaRobert Leonard, Jesse B uggs, March
Dadzie, juniors Dan Cochrane, Chris
Bond and senior Mphatso Namwali
each scored one goal Namwali leads
the Scots in scoring with 13 goals and
eight assists. Senior Galen Averinos
is next with five goals and five assists.
In goal, senior Jon Weidenhamer
has recorded six shutouts.
The Scots are now 1 6 over all and
will finish the regular season at home,
hosting Wittenberg on Saturday at 12
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A victory for the Scots is imperahopes alive.
tive to keep
post-seas-
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Again both teams battled fiercely
for the lead in the first half but the
game remained scoreless throughout

In the second half Mercyhurst
again came down Wooster's throats
until finally with 18 minutes to go,
they scored. Despite a good effort,
the Fighting Scots could not answer
the goal. Mercyhurst continued to
dominate the game and Wooster was
handed another 0 loss.
Perhaps the most heartbreaking
game came on Saturday, when the
1--

Wooster appeared to be having, they
rallied to defeat Kenyon on Wednesday for one of the few times in the
Fighting Scots' history. Wooster
dominated the home game from the
start, but despite many good efforts
they could not score.
Regulation game time ended with
a 0-- 0 score and again, the Fighting
Scots entered two overtime periods.
Anxious to put the game away,
Wooster came out and scored an
early goaL Sophomore Pam Butler
knocked in a cross from sophomore
midfielder Jen Mandle to score.
Wooster had the upper hand and
scored again in the first overtime
Karyn
period as senior
Laura
Powers assisted first-yegoaL
Fembach in a
The final IS minutes were dominated by Wooster and the score remained at
Wooster will play their final regular-season
game at home against
Earlham on Saturday at 2:30 pan.
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The staff of The Wooster Voice and
The Wooster Voice Sports Editors feel
that the use of the term "Lady Scots"
diminishes the competitive spirit of
Wooster's women athletes as compared
with their male counterparts.
Effective immediately, The Wooster
Voice will no longer refer to women
athletes as "Lady Scots." From now on
The Wooster Voice will refer to ALL
athletes, male or female, as lighting
Scots."

